Abstract. Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) have become one of the key indicators of solar activity, especially in terms of the consequences of the transient events in the heliosphere. Although CMEs are closely related to the sunspot number (SSN), they are also related to other closed magnetic regions on the Sun such as quiescent filament regions. This makes CMEs a better indicator of solar activity. While sunspots mainly represent the toroidal component of solar magnetism, quiescent filaments (and hence CMEs associated with them) connect the toroidal and poloidal components via the rush-to-the-pole (RTTP) phenomenon. Taking the end of RTTP in each hemisphere as an indicator of solar polarity reversal, it is shown that the north-south reversal asymmetry has a quasi-periodicity of 3-5 solar cycles. Focusing on the geospace consequences of CMEs, it is shown that the maximum CME speeds averaged over Carrington rotation period show good correlation with geomagnetic activity indices such as Dst and aa.
Introduction
The Sunspot number (SSN) is a widely used index of solar activity, representing the toroidal component of solar magnetism. The 11-year sunspot cycle is one of the key signatures of the solar dynamo. Sunspots have been systematically observed since the invention of the telescope in the 1600s. Coronal mass ejections (CMEs), on the other hand, were discovered only in 1971 with systematic observations beginning a decade later. CMEs have a wider implications for the solar dynamo because they reflect transient activity from sunspot and non-spot (quiescent filament) magnetic regions. The discovery that eruptive prominences/filaments are substructures of CMEs has helped extend CME studies back to the mid-1800s. Since energetic CMEs have a wide variety of interplanetary consequences, we have the opportunity to infer such CMEs from historic geomagnetic storms, solar energetic particle (SEP) events, and in natural archives such as tree rings and ice cores (e.g., Usoskin 2017) .
The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) mission has produced the longest and most uniform data base on CMEs extending over two solar cycles, providing the opportunity to investigate the relationship between CME occurrence rate and SSN over two solar cycles. Sunspot regions produce the most energetic CMEs because of the higher magnetic energy available. CMEs from non-spot regions provide interesting information on the quiescent filaments, which occur at mid-latitudes roughly parallel to the sunspot butterfly diagram. During the maximum phase, they occur at high latitudes (polar crown filaments, see e.g., Ananthakrishnan, 1952) . Cessation of high-latitude prominences occurs towards the end of the solar maximum phase and signals the sign reversal at solar poles (Babcock 1959; Waldmeier 1960; Hyder 1965) . Making use of the historical prominence data available since 1860, we investigate the north-south asymmetry in the polarity Avg CME Rate: 2.33 Avg SSN: 63.80 Figure 1 . (a) Correlation between SSN and CME occurrence rate per day. (b) SSN (gray) and CME rate as a function of time in cycle 23, and (c) SSN and CME rate over the corresponding epoch in cycle 24. CME data are from the CME catalog: https://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov (Yashiro et al. 2004; Gopalswamy et al. 2009). reversal, which is unusual in cycle 24 (Gopalswamy et al. 2016 and references therein). There have been attempts to use CME properties to characterize the solar activity: relationship of CME occurrence rate to SSN (Hildner et al. 1976) , the fraction of halo CMEs as an indicator of the energy of a CME population (Gopalswamy 2006) , and the relationship of CME maximum speed with geomagnetic variability measured by an index such as Ap and Dst (Kilcik et al. 2011). 2. Sunspot Number and CME Occurrence Rate Hildner et al. (1976) first noted that the CME rate is correlated with the sunspot number using Skylab CMEs. This was confirmed with larger number of CMEs observed by coronagraphs on board P78-1 (Webb 1991; Webb and Howard 1994) and SOHO (Gopalswamy et al. 2003a ) missions. One of the important findings in the SOHO era is the reduced SSN-CME rate correlation during the solar maximum phase owing to the large number of CMEs from quiescent filament regions outside of the active region belt. Figure 1 shows that the high correlation between SSN and CME rate for solar cycles 23 and 24 (correlation coefficient r = 0.87) with a regression line, Y = 0.38 + 0.014X (X is SSN and Y is the CME daily rate). Figure 1 also compares the CME rate and SSN between cycles 23 and 24. Clearly there is inter-cycle variation of the correlation. In cycle 24, the CME rate normalized to SSN is a factor two higher: 0.04 vs. 0.02 in cycle 23. Accordingly, the regression line for cycle 24, viz., Y = 0.22 + 0.017X has a higher slope than the one for cycle 23: Y = 0.41 + 0.013X. When the correlation analysis is performed for the individual phases of solar cycle 23, correlation coefficients show a significant difference: 0.88 (rise phase), 0.69 (maximum phase) and 0.82 (decay phase), confirming the earlier result . Currently the solar activity is in the decay phase of cycle 24, so we repeated the correlation analysis. We find that r = 0.85 correlation for the whole cycle, while for the rise, maximum and decay phases, it is 0.80, 0.67, and 0.72, respectively. The cycle-24 correlation is also the lowest during the maximum phase. We see that the CME rate provides information on both sunspot and non-spot magnetic regions on the Sun.
Rush-to-the-Pole Phenomenon and Solar Polarity Reversal
The non-spot sources of CMEs are the quiescent filament regions that do not contain sunspots (see Fig. 2 ). Quiescent filaments/prominences erupt and the eruptive promi- 4 K. The high-latitude patches correspond to times of enhanced magnetic eld strength during solar minima. The low-latitude patches correspond to active regions that become prominent during solar maxima (updated from Gopalswamy et al. 2012) .
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nences become the inner core of CMEs appearing as bright features in white-light coronagraph images (Gopalswamy et al. 2003b ). The locations of prominence eruptions (PEs) have been used as proxies to prominence locations (Gopalswamy et al. 2003c) . Figure  2 shows two key features. 1. PE locations occupy a band of mid-latitudes above the active region belt delineated by the low-latitude (LL) microwave brightness contours. They even have a butterfly appearance, except that they have a latitude offset from the sunspot regions. 2. They appear at latitudes greater than 60 degrees only during the maximum phase and reach the highest latitudes typically around the time of peak SSN. The appearance of PEs at higher and higher latitudes is known as rush to the poles (RTTP) phenomenon known since the late 1800s (Ananthakrishnan 1952 and references therein). The end of RTTP and the cessation high-latitude (HL) eruptive activity mark the time of polarity reversal, which happens at different times in the two hemispheres. This was already noted when the polarity reversal was discovered in solar cycle 19 (Babcock 1959; Hyder 1965) . The HL microwave brightness contours in Fig. 2 represent the polar magnetic field strength (Gopalswamy et al. 2012) , which starts increasing after the end of RTTP and peaks during solar minima. The polar field strength is indicative of the poloidal magnetic field component of the solar dynamo.
The temporal coincidence between RTTP end and the polarity reversal was further explored by Stix (1974) by compiling RTTP data all the way back to solar cycle 10. We recently used his compilation by combining it with recent data to study the north-south asymmetry in the polarity reversal (see Fig. 3 , Gopalswamy et al. 2018) . It was found that the reversal asymmetry has a quasiperiodicity of 3-5 solar cycles. The reversal switched between hemipsheres during the maxima of cycles 16, 21, and 24. The reversal asymmetry has been attributed to the hemispheric asymmetry of sunspot activity (Svalgaard and Kamide 2013) . During cycle 24, the sunspot activity peaked first in the northern hemisphere, and then in the southern hemisphere. However, the reversal happened first in the south and then in the north. This is contradictory to the suggestion by Svalgaard and Kamide (2013) . What happened was that the reversal in the north was delayed by 4 Nat Gopalswamy the series of alternating positive and negative flux surges from the northern hemispheric active region belt that cancelled or added to the incumbent polar flux before completely reversing it in 2015. In the south, there was one big surge of negative polarity flux that was large enough to cancel the incumbent flux and quickly reversed the south pole in the year 2014 (see Gopalswamy et al. 2016 and references therein). Thus, the sunspot asymmetry did not translate into reversal asymmetry. It is true that the reversal asymmetry is connected to the solar activity, but depends on the tilt of the emerging sunspot groups. Sunspot groups violating Joys law or Hales law contribute to the delay in the reversal and hence affect the phase and amplitude of the next cycle (Nagy et al. 2017 and references therein).
CMEs and Indices of Geomagnetic Activity
Geomagnetic indices characterize the variability of Earth's magnetic field using a single number (e.g., Dst, K, Ap, aa, and others). Kilcik et al. (2011) considered the correlation of monthly averaged maximal CME speeds in cycle 23 with Dst and Ap indices and found a significant correlation. Both CME speed and SSN were correlated with Dst and Ap, but the CME correlations were higher. This is because CMEs are the ones physically arriving at Earth causing the geomagnetic activity. Corotating interaction regions (CIRs) can also be sources of geomagnetic activity. CIR storms are more common in the declining phase of the cycle, when the fast wind from low-latitude coronal holes compresses the preceding slow wind to form CIRs. CIRs have high magnetic field strength that can lead to intense storms if the field has an out-of-the-ecliptic component that is south pointing. On the other hand, CMEs occur abundantly in the maximum phase, so one expects intense CME-related storms to occur in the maximum phase. The magnitude of the field strengths in interplanetary CMEs and CIRs are similar, but the CME speeds can be much larger (see e.g., Gopalswamy 2008) . Therefore, the severest of storms are CME-related. CIR-related storms are generally milder, but more frequent. Considering only intense storms, Gopalswamy (2010) obtained an empirical relation, Dst = −0.01V |B z |−32 nT, where B z is the magnitude of south-pointing interplanetary magnetic field and V is the speed of the interplanetary magnetic structure. Both V and B z are ultimately related to the properties of the source region on the Sun. In particular, the CME speed is correlated with the total reconnected (RC) flux during an eruption (Gopalswamy et al. 2017; Qiu et al. 2007 ). For force-free flux ropes, the magnetic field strength in the flux rope is directly related to the flux-rope radius, length, and the RC flux. Thus, faster CMEs have a higher magnetic content, making the CME speed as a key parameter. Figure 4 compares the maximum CME speed with Dst index and aa index, with SSN given for reference. During periods of high CME speed we see generally a more negative Dst index (high negative Dst means severe geomagnetic storm). We do not expect perfect correlation because a high-speed CME without a southward magnetic field component cannot produce geomagnetic activity. The aa index is a positive quantity and is generally correlated with the CME speed index. There are two lowest values of aa index, one in 1997 (cycle 23) and the other in 2009 (cycle 24). The lowest values are delayed by about one year from the sunspot minimum and have been used for the prediction of solar-cycle strength using the precursor method (see e.g., Wang and Sheeley and references therein).
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When there is no geomagnetic activity, the Dst index is close to zero and the aa index attains a minimum value. Many authors have used the aa index to infer the polar field strength of the Sun and hence the amplitude of the next solar cycle under the precursor method (e.g., Wang and Sheeley 2009; Petrovay 2010 and references therein) . In particular, the minimum value of the aa index (aa min ) that occurs at solar-cycle minimum has been found to be a good indicator of the maximum SSN (R max ) during the upcoming solar maximum. Wang and Sheeley (2009) found a correlation coefficient of 0.93 with a regression equation, R max = 10aa min −37.5 for cycles 12-23. The high correlation can be traced to the fact that at the activity minimum the interplanetary magnetic field at Earth originates from the solar polar region and hence aa min is a direct measure of the polar field strength. Thus knowing aa min one can predict R max likely to be attained half a solar cycle later. While aa min can predict R max for the whole Sun, the microwave brightness temperature at the solar poles (see Fig. 2 ) can predict the strength of individual hemispheres (Gopalswamy et al. 2018) . Furthermore, one has to wait past the sunspot minimum to get aa min . On the other hand, polar microwave brightness temperature has a broad plateau around the minimum, allowing for an earlier prediction of the upcoming solar cycle strength.
Discussion and Summary
We considered the CR-averaged occurrence rate and peak speeds of CMEs as new indicators of solar activity and compared them with the sunspot number. CMEs provide a more comprehensive view of solar activity because they cover all closed magnetic regions (sunspot and non-spot). We also considered the RTTP phenomenon in individual hemispheres over 15 solar cycles that shows interesting behavior of the polarity reversal.
6 Nat Gopalswamy Finally, we compared the CME maximum speed with Dst and aa index. The main conclusions of the investigations are the following. 1. The CME occurrence rate is closely correlated with SSN. The correlation is weaker during the maximum phase because of the non-spot sources of CMEs (quiescent filament regions) that are abundant during the maximum phase. 2. The locations of prominence eruptions serve as proxy to the RTTP phenomenon. The end of RTTP is a good indicator of sign reversal at solar poles and hence good indicator of the north-south asymmetry in the polarity reversal. 3. Examination of the RTTP phenomenon over the 15 solar cycles since 1860 indicates that the reversal asymmetry has a quasi periodicity (3-5 cycles). One of the possible reasons is the prolonged presence of high-latitude prominences due to a series of flux surges of opposite polarity that delay the reversal. 4. The maximum CME speed is a good indicator of the level of geomagnetic activity and hence can be used as a solar activity index. The speed and the magnetic content of CMEs are determined by the reconnected flux in the eruption region. 5. Unlike the Dst index, the aa index is highly useful in solar cycle prediction. The polar microwave brightness has a similar prediction value, except that it can predict the strength of the cycle in individual hemispheres.
